
Considering the two creation myths, whose theory is more persuasive and 

why? 

 

After having read both Hesiod’s Work and Days (109-201) and Euripides’ Ion (1-81), I believe 

that Hesiod’s work is more persuasive. He is trying to explain something that he has seen in 

the real world and to explain his understanding of the world around him through an 

evolutionary theory.  

As I understand Hesiod’s writing, he observed the behaviour of his time and attempted to 

explain why humans to act as they do.  In his creation story of how humans came to be, 

Hesiod’s uses Works and Days to explain real life, asking the reader to consider why, if we 

were modelled in the shape of gods, are we not as brilliant? Why are people cruel to each 

other?  To explain this, Hesiod suggested that before the time in which Hesiod himself lived, 

there must have been humans who were perfect, like the gods. He called this the golden 

generation of humans. But since he himself had not seen any perfect humans, Hesiod 

understood that these perfect humans must have passed on and instead have become the 

“guardians of mortal men”. But, since humans still exist there must have been an age after 

the golden one, so, Hesiod suggests, there was a silver generation – when humans were not 

so perfect. 

 “They lived only a little time in sorrow because of their foolishness, for they could not keep 

from sinning and from wronging one another, nor would they serve the immortals, nor 

sacrifice on the holy altars of the blessed ones as it is right for men to do wherever they 

dwell.” 



Since Hesiod could see people sacrificing on the holy altars, these people must too have 

died out. 

Hesiod further develops his creation theory by suggesting that Zeus created another human 

age, this time he called it the bronze generation. Hesiod describes this human age as violent 

- perhaps drawing on his real-life knowledge that Greek armour at the time was made of 

bronze.  In his mind, perhaps, a bronze era was intrinsically linked to violence, since Greek 

armour was made primarily out of bronze at the time. So here we see Hesiod linking his 

evolutionary theories to real world experiences.  Next, Hesiod explains that Zeus made the 

hero-men or demi-gods (known as the fourth race).  Here, Hesiod seeks to explain the 

famous Greek demi-god heroes of legend. 

“Some in the land of Cadamus at seven-gated Thebe when they fought for the flocks of 

Oedipus, and some, when it had brought them in ships over the great sea gulf to Troy for 

rich-haired Helen's sake”. 

Finally, Hesiod comes to explain “another generation, the fifth, of men who are upon the 

bounteous earth”. This is the generation that Hesiod puts himself in. In this part of his 

creation story, Hesiod describes in some detail the lives, as he sees it, of his contemporaries 

and seeks to tie their behaviour, the consequences of their actions into his creation story. 

Hesiod uses his first hand experiences of the fifth generation to extrapolate that there must 

have been other generations before his own, as he calls it iron generation,  and so he writes 

Work and Days showing these generations and how they came into being and how they fell.   


